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MARI{ RAYMOND HARRINGTON
Father of Nevada Al·cheology
Rutll D. SilUllSOJl

DR. MARK HARRINGTON AT GYPSUM CAVE

Mal·l~

Rayuunul Harrington
Fatber of Neva41lla ArcbeoIogy
Every science and most genera'tions have their legendary figures,
their loved and respected masters. Archeology is a young science in
America, and so the great men are of but the last and present generations: Frederick Hodge, Alfred Kroeber, Alfred Kidder, Adolph Bandelier, Edgar Lee Hewett, Mark Raymond Harrington, Franz Boas, Henry
Shetrone, Emil Haury, Alex Krieger, Elias Sellards, to name but a
few. Only one of America's great archeologists has come to NevadarVIark Raymond Harrington.
Dr. Harrington shouJd be here tonight but, while in mind and
heart he is here, physically he could not make the h·ip. So I come to
tell you about the man I believe has done the most for the whole spectrum of \iVestern Archeology. The facts you will hear. I only wish he
were adding his delightful stories and story-telling ability. I asked
Dr. Harrington to w'rite an introductory comment and so I bring you
now his greeting:
"I would have enjoyed appearing here in person but, at my age
and pestered by arthritis-which makes walking slow and difficultI decided not to come except in spirit. Anyhow, iVIiss Simpson can tell
you of my adventures in Nevada archeology better than I could.
"However, I would like to tell you about my first day and night of
Nevada archeology. "Vhen L. L. Loud and I started work in Lovelock
Cave, we found it very dusty, as a dry cave should be, and by quitting
time we were covered with the tarnation stuff. "Vhen we started to
leave the cave, we saw a beautiful lake in the valley to the south. Vle
decided to have a swim and wash off the awful dust. "Vhen we arrived
at the apparent shore there was no lake. The whole thing was a blanketyblank mirage. The cussed dust was to be removed only with our precious
drinking water.
"ViTe were quartered in an abandoned cabin and I remember that
night on account of the coyotes. Sometimes they were howling at the
moon; sometimes chasing some critter around our cabin, so there was
little sleep our first night in Nevada.
"Now my good wishes to you and to Nevada. ]\IIa), the second
hundred years give you as much of which to be proud as have the first.
Continue to guard your heritage vvell."
Before tracing Mark Harrington's career and the development of
Nevada archeology, it might be well to look at our heritage of western
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American archeology and at some of the current concepts and interpretations.
Archeologists believe that Man reached America from Asia across
a land.,bridge while glaciers covered much of the continents and the
level of water in the oceans ,vas ,low, thus exposing the land~bridge.
Man moved, not as a migrant, but as a hunter, -baok and forth with the
herds. Ultimately the hunted and the hunters reached the grasslands of
the High Plains and spread on, east, west and south. Those who came
west moved into the Great Basin where many lakes and connecting
rivers were separated by low mountain ranges. Most famous of these
lakes were Bonneville, Lahontan, Russell, Owens and Manly. All have
shore features that reflect -several periods of high water which 'would
correspond to the periods of heavy rainfall and glaciation.
vVe do not yet know when NIan reached America, nor when he
first reached the Great Basin. Radiocarbon dates indicate that he was
in California, Nevada and Texas at least 30,000 years ago. If that is
true, then J\lan must have come from Asia several thousand years earlier.
We believe that the early hunters may have been basically scavengers and killed only small game; that they may not have become great
hunters until they developed weapons that could be thrust or hurledweapons tipped with sharp stone-and this would appear to be less than
20,000 years ago.
Many hunting groups with speciaHzed points came and went in
the \i\1est. About 5,000 years ago, as the country ,became drier and game
less a'bundant, food gathering and ultimately food growing became
more important. GraduaUy, people in the vVest became more sedentary,
built permanent homes, became f31mers. These people ,ve call Basketmakers and Puebloans, based on oulturetra,i·ts, since we do not know
who they were. In recent centuries, with increasing aridity, most of the
farmers moved away and only semi-nomadic hunting and gathering
peoples who could move from spring to spring stayed in much of Nevada
and the Southwest. Farming groups remained only at sites of permanent
water. These were the peoples, struggling to survive and protect their
way of life, whom the European explorers met and tried to conquer.
Now, in a few broad strokes, let us rough-in the background of
the study of American archeology as Dr. Hal'l-ington found it more than
sixty years ago.
\i\1hile there was an awareness of the American Indian and of the
fact that he had occupied this continent for an undetermined number
of centuries, there was no organized scientific study of American arche-
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ology until the mid-nineteenth century, and even this was but a first
uncerta,in step unti'l a·fter the Civil War.
One of the first vital moves {oward a scientific study of the Indians
as well as of the natura.} sciences was John \iV. Powell's exploration of
the Colorado River and his subsequent estaMishment of the Smithsonian
Institution.
By the turn of the century, famous names were at work on American archeology and ethnology, among them Prof. F. \iV. Putnam, Ernest
Volk, George Pepper, Franz Boas, Marshall Sa~,ille. Younger men were
beginning .to gain stature now, too: Frederick \iV ebb Hodge, Dean
Byron Cummings, Alfred Kidder. Learning the profession from these
men as well as from the academic haIls of Columbia University was
a young student named Mark Raymond Harrington.
Born in Ann A11bor, Michigan, in 1882, Nlark Harrington, whose
father was an astronomer, learned about Indians .from songs his grandmother sang to him and then, when his family moved to the state of
vVashington, from mem:bers of the family of the Dwamish chief Seathl
for vvhom Seattle was named.
Young Mark liked Indians, but when his family moved to Mt.
'Yernon, New York, he couldn',t find any Indians with whom to be
'friends, so he began hunting for the signs of old Indian campsites.
When he found such evidence he took it to Prof. Putnam at the American Museum for identification. They became closely associated and
Prof. Putnam did much to direct the early career of Mark Harrington.
\ Not yet through high schoal, Mark Harrington found it necessary
to leave school and go to work. He went to consult Prof. Putnam, who
found a place on the American Museum field crew for the boy, provided he would learn field technique first. Prof. Putnam made this possible by getting him a jolb on Ernest Volk's crew then digging near
Trenton, New Jersey.
At Prof. Putnam's urging, l\/la.dc went back to school when he had
earned a. Httle money and subsequently he obtained a scholarship to
the University of Michigan and to Columbia where he obtained a
Master's Degree in Anthropology in 1908. That same year he went to
.work for George Heye and the Nluseum of the American Indian, a
position he held, except during the period of his Army service, until
1928, when he moved to Los Angeles to become chief curator of the
Southwest Museum, a position he still holds.
For the Museum of the American Indian, Mark Harrington collected rapidly disappearing ethnological material, dug ethno~historic
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sites, conducted archeological excavations in Cuba and throughout the
eastern United States. Probably his most valuable archeological contribution from those early years would be the excavation of Ozark BluffDweller Sites, the report of "vhich was published only recenrly by the
Museum of the American Indian. Late in his career at the Museum
of the American Indian, Mark Harrington was sent to Nevada 'where
he began his truly unique contribution to American archeology.

"Ve have indicated that scientific archeology did not begin in
America until the mid-nineteenth century. For the West, archeology
had a different meaning. This was time of exploration, of colonization,
of nation-building.... "Suwive Today and Build for Tomorrow." ...
there was no time to dig into the Past. Archeology, therefore, was a
matter of observation.
And some of the best a<rcheological and ethnological observations
made in the "Vest were made in the territory which became Nevada.
The first recorded statements regarding Indians of the Great Basin were
made by the first Spanish explorers, Father Garces and Father Escalante,
in 1776-77. Fifty years were to pass before Jedediah Smith passed
through the region and recorded well all that he saw. He followed by
eight years the 1818 expedition of fur traders under Peter Ogden which
discovered the Humboldt River.
The records of Capt. Bonnev.ille's expedition in 1833 and Gen.
Fremont's in 1843 tell us much about the living Indians. The first
known reference to Nevada's archeology is Jedediah Smith's account
of a salt cave containing artifacts in southern Nevada. That was noted
in 1827, nearly 100 years before excavation by a young archeologist
named .Mark Harrington.
..
Scattered through the literature of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries are intriguing references to Nevada's archeological potential,
but no conclusive reports.
In 1867, for example, Bancroft made reference to ruins in southeastern Nevada; in 1904 the American Anthropologist carried an article
describing Indian pottery in caves in the Spring Nlountains near Las
Vegas; in 1912 Drs. Kidder and Mera visited southern Nevada and
recorded evidence of Pueblo occupation. Also in 1912, the University
of California sent an exploratory crew into Lovelock Cave under the
direction of Llewellyn L. Loud. This was the first scientific archeological
expedition to work in Nevada.
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Mr. Loud "vas sent to the cave after bat-guano removal "vas halted
because the debris from prehistor.jc occupation was so thick that guano
could no longer be profitably screened from the cave fill. Many of the
a11tifacts recovered during the ,bat·guano screening were obtained by
the Nevada Historical Society. Mr. Loud excavated the northeast end
of the rockshelter. After he left, private collectors continued to search
the deposits and some of the beautiful things they found were purchased
by George Heye who then sent Mark Harrington to investigate what
might remain of the cave deposits. This was in 1924 and marked the
begining of Harrington's work in Nevada.
At Dr. Harrington's request, Mr. Loud joined in reopening the
excavation of the cave which is situated on an intermediate shoreline
of Pleistocene Lake Lahontan, on the Humboldt Lake arm of that
anoient body of water. Harrington and Loud found ,that guano-andrelic hunters had torn up the surface layers of the deposit, leaving a
jumbled mass of guano, grass matting, broken shafts, cordage, beads,
sandals and other smashed evidence of man in the wind"blown sand.
Much of the deposit that Mr. Loud had left, however, was still intact
and ranged in depth from a foot to fourteen and one·half feet. Only
the upper levels had been destroyed, but that was enough to destroy
the floors except in one small area where the stratigmphy was intact.
As often happens in caves, the occupants dug storage pits into the
cave floor of their day. This often destroyed buried deposits left by
earlier peoples. However, most of the finest specimens in Lovelock
Caves came from the more than fOllty storage pits Harrington and his
crew excavated. One of the famous finds of Lovelock Cave came from
beneath a .false bottom in one of these pits: a bundle of duck decoys.
Another pit was filled with the feathers of eagles, pelicans and other
large birds.
Although the only physical means available to Dr. Harrington
for dating the cave was a count of the clay deposits that had been laid
down near the entrance of the cave, many of them paper thin, his margin
of error was so slight when his estimated dates are compared with those
now derived from C-14 dates on the perishable specimens that Gordon
Grosscup ,remarked in his Cultural History of Loveloch Cave, Nevada,
(O.GA.S. No. 52, 1960): "Modern dating methods have shown that
Harrington's results ... were remarkably close."
Nor have modern techniques changed Dr. Harrington's determination of Early, Intermediate and Late as the three culture phases of
the Lovelock occupation . . . 2000BC-1000BC, 1000BC-IBC, IBC900AD.
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"Vhile Dr. Harrington was working at Lovelock Cave, Governor
James G. Scrugham, who had an intense personal interest in Nevada
archeology and ethnology, was alerting his friends to watch for important indications of new sites. Clues to such a site were reported by
John and Fay Perkins, living in Overton. Governor Scmgham sent for
Dr. Hanington, requesting that he join {he governor's party on an
inspection tour of the area in October, 1924.
The site proved to be a vast sprawling series of low walls and a
.nlultitude of pottery sherds and artifacts strewn over a sanddune area
more than five miles long along the east side of the Muddy River in
lVloapa Valley nea·r St. Thomas. Even a cursory examination showed
that numBrous culture horizons were represented and that here was
proof of a well-developed Pueblo occupation in southern Nevada. The
location was named Pueblo Grande de Nevada although it came to be
known popularly as the Lost Cit)' since it may have been the Pueblo
ruins Tecorded by a IVlonnon exploring party and noted by Bancroft
in 1867.
IVlark Harrington returned to Lovelock Cave to complete the excavation on all deposits not protected by rockfalls. Governor Scrugham set
in motion plans for the excavation of the Lost City. He requested that
the Museum of the American Indian place Mark Harrington in charge
of the excavation, arranged for the state of Nevada to assist with trucks
and diggers, and arranged for financial assistance from Smithsonian
and Carnegie Institutions-assistance which wou~d make possible a
general survey of the lower Moapa Valley. However, excavation at the
Lost City consumed nearly all cf Dr. Harrington's time in 1925 and
1926. The survey was confined to the areas around the Lost City and
St. Thomas. It did include the exciting salt caves south of St. Thomas
and the mesa-top west of the l\/Iuddy River eight miles northwest of
the Lost City where a large Pueblo ruin awaited excavation in a future
veal'.
\iVhile Dr. Harrington was to return many tiines to southern
Nevada, the Lost City excavation caught public interest more than all
the others-perhaps because advanced human activity, an advanced
culture, was being shown to exist where none had been known before.
In talking about the early work l\/Iark Harrington says, "It is true
that ... pottery had been picked up in the Moapa VaUey, but no one
had done a bit of digging; no one knew that the Valley had supported
a large farming population clustering about a veritable city; ... and of
course no one dreamed that this was one of the places where Pueblo
civilization began to take form."
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Nlark Harrington came ,to work at Lost City with a varied crew
including men Jronl New York, representatives oJ the State oJ Nevada,
workers Jrom several Indian cribes. "Vhen they arrived, there spravvled
before ,them the largest Pueblo settlement in Nevada. Building followed
building for more than five mi'les along the east bank oJ the Nluddy
River. High dunes overgrown with brush buried most oJ the walls.
Off to the east, walls oJ buildings could be seen encroaching on the
flanks oJ Mormon Mesa. There they were exposed though badly weathered. Since access was easier and it would be possible to determine the
true nature of the ruins, the crew went to work on the slopes oJ Nlormon
Ivlesa.
It was soon apparent that the ruins represented several stages oJ
Basketmaker-Pueblo development. Most oJ the \valls were down, many
destroyed by rain and wind, but artiJactsthat had not washed awaypottery, stone tools, even some ornaments oJ bone and sheH-told much
oJ the customs and ways of life oJ the ancient peoples. Pit-dwellings
preserved a record of Basketmaker occupation. Even that .first year
Dr. Harrington knew that both Basketmaker and Formative Pubelo
peoples had lived at Pueblo Grande de Nevada.
During the second season, work was concentrated among the buried
standing walls oJ the Pueblo. The largest buildings were erected around
courtyards. However, aU appear to have been but a single story high.
To the end of the occupation, masomy remained crude and most construction ,vas of layers of adobe.
In the buried houses beside the grinding tools, arrow points,
skinning tools, pottery and ornaments are the mute evidences of the
way these people lived: corn cabs, beans, squash and pumpkin seeds,
bits of coHon and cotton cloth tell us that these were farmers, just as
the seeds of wild plants and the bones of many game animals tell us
that the people also hunted and gathered the natural foods.
Mormon records tell that old ditches ran into the area from the
Muddy Hiver, so it may well be that these people, like the desertdwelling Hohokam of southern Arizona, irrigated their crops.
Among the perishables found in protected graves and caves near
the Lost City ,Vere many pieces of cotton wearing apparel, yucca sandals,
rabbit-skin and feather baskets, bits of the colored minerals used for
pa<int.
During 1925-26, Dr. Harrington and his crew excavated 46 houses
(both pit-houses and surface dwellings) and numerous cists and graneries. Many other houses were partially excavMed. The largest house
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excavated contained nearly 100 rooms. Several building periods were
represented in these larger ruins.
In addition to ,the actual work on the Lost City, the crew spent
some time, in 1926, in a survey of the V,il'gin River and ten days excavating sa1t caves reported by Harrington's loyal workers, Fay and John
Perkins. Limited excavations ·were conducted in a cave on each side of
the river and a thorough excavation was made of the largest cave high
in the cliffs on the west bank There a long passage led into the hill
composed of clay and gypsum. The passage rose steeply to a chamber
hollowed out of the salt. A depOsit of broken chunks of salt littered the
floor and the stone hammers, used ,in prehistoric times to hack out the
sak were found in this debris as were partially burned torches, digging
sticks and various small tools, bits of woven cloth, food bones and
fragmentary rabbitskin blankets and yucca sandals. Pottery was found
in caves 1 and 2 hut not in 3. Dr. Harrington has never felt that the
salt caves were sufficiently excavated to establish the whole story, but
he did learn that two different peoples mined salt there.
Perhaps some of you do not know ho';v the prehistork miners reclaimed the salt. Digging by the light of burning torches, they hacked
deep circles around segments of saIt, undercut as far as they could and
then broke off the pedestals.
After two seasons of work at the Lost City and related survey work
on the lower i'vluddy and Virgin Rivers, Dr. Hanington went back to
New York. In 1927 he returned only for a month, beginning the excavation of Heye Cave at Pyramid Lake. Unfortunately, local Indians
forced a halt to the work just when sandals, pottery, feathenvork, etc.,
indicated a significant discovery. This was the only time in his long
career that Indians ever refused to permit Harrington to work. Then
helieved to be a Basketmaker site, it is now thought likely that Heye
Cave, like the ancient Winnemucca Caves excavated for the Nevada
State Museum by Phil Orr, contained evidence of an occupation which,
in part, was much older.
Mark Harrington terminated his association with the Museum of
the American Indian and came to the Southwest Museum in Los
Angeles, assuming his duties there in 1928.
As soon as Dr. Harrington was settled in his new job, his interest
returned to Nevada and, in January of 1929, he rreturned with his first
Nevada expedition representing the Southwest Museum. There were
two major objectives: the long-postponed survey of Moapa Valley;
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and excavation of a few key sites which Dr. Harrington had visited in
1925 and 1926.
In telling of his Moapa Survey in Southwest Museum Papers No.4,
Mark Harrington 'wrote:
"(There is) water that was too hard to handle to be attractive
for irrigation purposes to the ancient farmers. Take the valley of
the Colorado River, in Nevada . . . . The Virgin River, tributary to
the Colorado in Nevada, was almost as difficult for the ancients to
harness ... and consequently we find ruins of permanent villages
along its course only in the most favorable spots. But when we come
to the Moapa or Muddy River ... here is indeed another story. Not
too large ... with low banks making it easy to turn the water into
ditches with the crudest brush dams; abundant level land, most
of it unusually fertile . . . well nigh perfect from the aboriginal
farmer's viewpoint. Consequently we find an almost unbroken line
of ancient villages ... from the Muddy's junction with the Virgin
to the large springs forming its source some 30 miles to the north."

Seventy-seven ruins were recorded during the 1929 survey of only
the lower 16 miles.
During the survey, it became increasingly apparent that Basketmaker and Pueblo II or Development Pueblo were predominant cultures, but that there was a strong Southern Paiute occupation; considerable evidence of infiltration from the Colorado River by the
Mojave; and a well-represented Classic Pueblo (Pueblo III) occupation
which was shown most clearly at Mesa House.
Whi.]e Harrington's main crew was conducting the Moapa Valley
Survey, a team under Invin Hayden began digging Mesa House. This
was a large ruin-serie~s ,extending .for several miles along the west
side of the Muddy River. Harrington had visited Mesa House in 1925
and determined that ultimately he would excavate it as vvell as the Lost
City. The winds that buried so much of the Lost City under sand
dunes, swept much of Mesa House frem the ,rocky crest it occupied.
In ground-plan, Mesa House homes and storage rooms wm'e built
around a large courtyard, Eighty"four rooms and single-unit hOllses were
excavated. Material found ranged from Basketmaker III through
Pueblo III, the emphasis being on material slightly more recent than
at the Losl Gty, i.e.} Early Pueblo III.
In addition to Mesa House, excavations were also carried out in
1929 at Paiute Cave, a small cavern south of Overton. It was while
opening the clay-silt barricade which filled the cave entrance, that
Mark Harrington again had the idea of using the laminated clay to
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count the number of years since the filling of the entrance began-one
of the wonderful pioneering improvisions Harrington employed so well
in analyzing the sites he dug in an era when science had not provided
archeologists with all the modern tools of geochronology.
~~ Inside the cave, Harrington and James Sorugham, Jr., son of the
Governor who brought Mark Harrington to Nevada, found a rich
deposit of Paiute basketry, textile fragments and many other typical
Paiute objects-arrowshafts, me~cal knife, a fi're-drHl, etc., as well as
some early historical materials-clothing and an iron hoe.
Beneath the Paiute occupation was a sterile layer of clay and below
that, a deposit containing pottery and other artifacts similar to those
from Mesa House. Storage pits dug at the back of the cave during this
period suggest that Pueblo use of the cave may have been primarily for
storage.
As part of the Ivloapa Valley Survey, Hanington, in 1929, also
directed the partial excavation of Scorpion Hill Ruin near the railroad
siding Tokio Station. Four rooms excavated contained burials with rich
offerings including key-hole limpet shell ornaments from the Santa
Barbara coast.
"If 1929 sounds like a busy year, it was." Thus Dr. Hanington
summarizes the field season. But these were the days when Harrington
and Charles Amsden could give full encouragement to a strong Research
Program. Although money was lacking and America was heading into
the Depression Years, the lVIuseum continued to find a way to get
Harrington and his crew back in the field.
If 1929 was busy, the early 1930s continued the pace. Indeed, we
may describe the period' 1930-1933 as the "Finest Hour" of Dr. Har~
rington's career, of the Southwest Ivluseum's contributions to Science,
and as one of the I'ruly definitive and crucial periods of American Archeology.
It was in 1930 that Mark Harrington began work at Gypsum Cave.
In the foreword to Mark Raymond Harrington's memorable publication
on Gypsum Cave in Southvvest Museum Paper No.8, Frederick Webb
Hodge quoted Sir Arthur Keith: '''The way from the Old World to
the New was open to Pleistocene Man if he cared to take it ... '" and
Dr. Hodge added "his fossil remains wiII yet be found in Amer,ica." ...
IvIark Raymond Harrington, in his Introd11ction wrote, "It has seldom
been ,the privilege of an archeologist to uncover traces of really Early
IvIan in America, of IvIan who occupied our continent when climates
differed ... and strange animals roamed the country. These pri\'ileges
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have recently been mille .... In order to obtain such facts it is necessary
for the investigator to approach his problem with a perfectly open
mind, uninfluenced ,by the theories and prejudices of others ... "
The first mention of Gypsum Cave is seen in Harrington's field
notes made while on the 1924 t11ip with Governor Scrugham. Harrington wrote: "There is a cave about 20 miles from Las Vegas called Gypsum Cave; John Perkins visited it ... and gave me several pieces of
atlatl darts ... " From that small beginning developed one of the most
important archeological excavations made in this country even to this
day.
ALthough he visited the cave in 1925, Harrington did not plan
the excavation until 1929, when he visited the cave again and saw the
evidences of ground sloth.
Without doubt, Gypsum Cave is one of America's most definitive
sites-and, twenty years after the excavation, it became even more important when Dr. Willard Ubby obtained C-14 dates between 8500
and 10,000 years for the main culture horizon. Mark Harrington's report
on the excavation is one of the classics of the American archeological
literature.
The cave is in a limestone spur of the Frenchman iVlountains east
of Las Vegas. The large steeply sloping entrance passage was partially
filled with rock-fall when work began. Six chambers were opened in
the cave which measured 300 feet long and 120 feet wide. ~While some
recent archeological material was found on the surface and in the upper
deposits, the important evidence came from more than eight feet down
in the deposits and included large quantities of ground-sloth remains
overlying and in association with cooking fires. Also beneath sloth dung
and hair were found the previously unreported Gypsum Cave Type
atlatl points and parts of their wooden shafts. Of particular interest
were the painted foreshafts which to this day represent our oldest record
of prehistoric Indian art. One of the dart points lay just beneath a sloth
skuH. Less impressive but significant artifacts of comparable age were
found throughout the deep deposits. These would include part of a
fiber torch with the bones of a bahy sloth; numerous partly burned sticks
and part of an atlatl foreshaft beneath a layer of sloth dung which in
turn was overlain by a solid layer of gypsum; a polished wooden dart
shaft in a mass of sloth hair, etc. Vegetal remains in these same deposits
are of plants which do not grow in the arid region today.
As Mark Harrington said in his report: "If there had been only
one find or even two or three, some doubt might remain; but with
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twelve distinct finds, not including scratched sloth bones and other
minor items, we cannot doubt that man existed ... before the ground
sloth and several types of native horses and camels had become extinct. . . . Having settled this . . . let us turn to another equally
important question: Just when did Man encounter the ground-sloth in
Gypsum Cave?" . . . After four pages of discussion Dr. Harrington
makes this statement: "If this be true, our time-chasm between our
people of the sloth-layer and the Basketmakers would be 7000 years
and 1V1an would have met the sloth in Gypsum Cave albout 8500 B.C."
Needless to say, this comment brought down the ·wrath of those
archeologists "vho had no faith in Early Man in America. Twenty years
later Dr. \Villard Libby confirmed Dr. Harrington's comment by dating
the overlying sloth ma,terial above the painted dart-shafts and the Gypsum Cave points at 8500-10000 B.C. And how did the croitics react?
Harrington had reached the right answer Ibut it was just a guess based
on incorrect deductions.
vVriting the Gypsum Cave publication and fighting the depression
of 1932 personally and for the Museum were not enough to keep Mark
HaHington out of the field, or out of Nevada., So, with his wife and
son, he returned to survey the Smith and Baker Creeks region north
of Gypsum Cave and near the Utah border. The survey yielded a
number of caves containing evidences of occupation. In some were
kachina-like pictographs averaging two feet in height, most of them
masked and many had horns. Artifactual material did not indicate if
these were early Pueblo or late Basketmaker. However, they did
strongly suggest figures at other sites in Utah now known to be late
Basketmaker.
Nineteen hundred and thirty-three was another big year in the
career of Mark Raymond Harrington and in the development of Nevada
archeology. Early in the year, the Gypsum Cave report was published,
thus giving interested scientists and laymen everywhere the full picture
of the oldest cave site yet found in America-and cave sites are especially
important because here may be preserved the whole story of the occupation whereas in an open site the elements often destroy more than
90 percent of the human record. For example, there would be no likelihood of an open campsite 10,000 years old yielding painted atlatl shafts,
polished foreshafts, burned torches, sloth hair, etc. The projectile points
and other lithic implements would have remained and perhaps the sloth
bones and that would have been all.
Mark Harrington was no 'longer alone in his interest in Nevada.
Other anthropologists were becoming active and so were paleontologists .
. 16
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In the spring of 1933, Mr. Fenley Hunter and a crew representing
the American Museum of Natural History searched the old lake beds
north and west of Las Vegas in search of Pleistocene paleontological
material. During this search, they made a find which was to have a
Ear-reaching influence on American archeology for at least 30 years
(which brings us up to the present), and who can say for ho vv many
years more the pros and cons of Tule Springs, Nevada, will be discussed.
In the Vegas Wash near Tule Springs, Mr. Hunter found a large bison
skulI and in the matrix near the skull was a large obsidian flake obviously
struck by Man. vVith no obsidian in the region, how did the flake reach
its location? At the moment, the find, though of prime interest, did not
involve Southwest Museum or iYbrk Harrington. He was concerned
over the construction of Hoover Dam, the impending loss of the a'l'cheological record of the Lost City and much of the Virgin River Country
with which he was so closely associated. ViTithout funds, it did not seem
that Southwest Museum could fight clear of the depression to send
an expedition any place.
By April, however, funds had been obtained from friends of the
Museum and iYIark Harrington was on his way to salvage what he could
of the archeological story of the lower Virgin River. At the confluence
of the Virgin and Colorado Rivers he had seen scattered sherds while
doing a survey in 1926. This was the destination of Made Harrington's
first search. Approach to the area was difficuh as roads and settlements
were abandoned. Even the houses were being torn down as they would
SOon disappear beneath Lake iYIead-or, as HaTofington said: "The houses
are now being pulled down even in the picturesque Mormon village
of St. Thomas, for fish will be swi:rnming through its streets before
long."
It \vas a difficult trip to the mouth of the Virgin and the abandoned
Bonelli Ranch, but once there iYIark Hal'rington's memory proved correct. There were abundant sherds and excavation led to a late Basketmaker settlement, including pit houses in which the occupants had
been buried with their possessions and then the houses burned. Much
of the record of the Bonelli Site, however, was inundated in the first
rise of the waters of Lake Mead. Lack of funds precluded completion
of the excavation.
Following the work at the Bonelli Site, Harrington was returned
to Nevada under grant from the Carnegie Institution to follow up on
the discovery made earlier in the year at Tule Springs northwest of Las
Vegas by Fenley Hunter of the American Museum of Natural History.
17
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By October Dr. George Simpson and others of the American IVluseum
felt that the obsidian flake in the cal<bon-impregnated matrix w,ith the
bison skull was a really cruciall discovery and they turned it over to
IVlark Harrington and the Southwest :Museum. Harrington and Fay
Perkins found and excavated other deposits of carbon containing bones
of horses, bison, mammoth and especially camel. Some of these bones
were burned, others split to obtain the man:ovv. Two hone tools were
recovered from a deposit of cail,bon.
It was IVlark Harrington's opinion that this "camel-hunter's camp"
vvas "considerably more than 10,000 years aId, more like 25,000 years
old." Again the skeptics called him wrong and it was 21 years before
C-14 dates obtained by Dr. Libby showed the site to be more than
23,800 years old.
In 1933, numerous sites showing the association of IVlan and extinct
animals were being reported and since the inventory of specimens was
poor at Tule Springs, work was discontinued. In November, Harrington
answered a call of the National Park Service to return to the Lost City
and direct the Civilian Conservation Corp's effoDts to salvage material
from as yet unexcavated portions of the Lost City, soon to be isolated
or inundated by Lake IVlead. Excavation continued until water actually
bpped into the rooms where the men were digging. This madzed the
first time 'hat the United States Government had sent its CCC workers
on an acheological salvage job, the first time they had been used in archeological conservation. Again, it had been Nevada's Governor Scrugham
who arranged this project.
This was a large scale excavation covering far more than Mark
Harrington and his small staff could ever have hoped to clear. Three
periods of occupation ,became apparent in the excavation of the central
pueblo, The material evidence, however, was much as Harrington had
seen it a few years before. Fireplaces in the small dwelling-rooms
contained ashes and charcoal and quantities of burned food remains.
These rooms had lain under the shelter of six feet or more of sanddunes. The plazas yielded a treasure-trove of items of daily use.
The work at the Lost City continued through the early and late
months of 1934. During those two periods, 17 pueblos were cleared.
In addition to directing -this work, Mark Harrington also guided the
cataloguing of the several thousand specimens; the building and installation of a smaIl museum above the projected high-water line, and the
restoration of house ruins a1bove the high-water line.
Between the two Lost City expeditions in 1934, Hanington returned to the Baker-Smith Creek region and enlarged the excavations
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begun in Smith Creek Cave in 1932. The regional survey was also
continued and several more caves were recorded as well as early occupation-sites on the various shores of Lake Bonneville. Smith Creek Cave
yielded many bones of extinct horses as well as scattered bones of other
large animals, birds and some fish. ArcheoIogicaIly the evidence was
not condusive-bi,ts of basketry, worked sticks, pieces of juniper bark,
etc.
\iVhen Mark Harrington returned to the Lost City ,in the fall his
work was to continue there until the hot weather in 1935, and his projects were to be several. Not only must he save what he could at the
Lost City, there must also be a survey of the Virgin River Valley soon
to be drowned, and a survey of the area ,to ,be included in the proposed
Hoover Dam State Parle On this latter job he had the valued services
of Louis Shellbach.
In reporting on the survey, Mr. SheUbach indicated his feeling
that the government was too concerned over developing the region above
the proposed high-'water level and hence ,too little time was spent in the
general survey of scattered sites soon to be under water. However, some
idea was gained of Basketmaker, Pueblo and Southern Paiute sites
and their locations were recorded. Only a few sites could be excavated.
One of these was at \iVillow Beach where stratified occupa'tion was
noted during the survey and subsequently excavated in 1936. A prepottery horizon was exposed more than six feet below the surface.
Even elk bones were found at this lower level and artifacts indicated
an age not less than early Basketmaker.
Mark Harrington's assignment as director of the Lost City project
ended in July, 1935. After that he continued to serve as a consultant
in archeology to the Park Service for their work in the Hoover Dam
region. lVlore and more, Southvvest Museum duties and discovery of
early sites in California-more within the province of the Southwest
lVluseum-turned Harrington's attention to California archeology. Hovvever, in 1942 he returned at the urging of his and the Museum's valued
friend, Brad Stuart of Moapa,to visit Black Dog Cave. This was just
one of numerous significant sites Brad Stuart found and hoped Southwest Museum could excavate, but finances never permitted the largescale expedition for which he and Harrington hoped, and now that
dream cannot be fulfilled.
Onl y exploratory excavations were conducted in Black Dog Cave,
but these were enough to show a richly stratified cave deposit extending
from modern Paiute back through Basketmaker II times. Intricately
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fashioned ornaments, bone implements, dice made from com-cobs, a
Basketmaker II dartpoint in its original haft were but a few of the
exceptional articles collected. One string of beads, found in a Pueblo
II pottery canteen, was made of overlapping olivella shell beads strung
on native hemp braided in a chain-stitch.
In 1954 came the date of 23,800 years for Tule Springs and in 1955
Harr,ington returned to that important site and began, the excavations
'which were to be ca'lTied forward for him in 1955 and 1956-excavations 'which yielded one stone tool, many more ,bones of mammoth, camel, horse and bison, and cat,bon subsequently dated at 28,000 years.
Between the 1955 and 1956 field sessions, an honor richly earned
and too long delayed was bestowed upon Mark Raymond Harrington:
an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree. "Vhile based on his work
throughout the United States and Cuba, it was his work at the Lost City,
Gypsum Cave and Tule Springs that formed a prime element in the decision to accord this recognition of a life-time of dedicated service.
As Dr. Harrington "vatched the efforts being made in 1963 to wrest
further archeological information from the lake ,beds at T ule Springs
through the use of heavy mechanized equipment, many people thought
this was a prophetic meeting of two eras; the end of delicate handwork;
the beginning of large-scale swift mechanized archeology. In reality,
nothing known to us now can replace the dental tool, whiskbroom and
trowel in .the hand of an expert. The bul:ldozer proved at Tule Springs
that it is a f.ine tool for exploration; but once the site is located, as Dr.
Harrington said "there is no easy way."
In October of this year (1964) it will have been forty yeaTs since
Mark Harrington vvas called to Nevada. vVhat did his coming mean to
the archeology of this state, of the Great Basin and of North America?
Although disfigured somewhat by amateur collecting and looting,
the prehistory of Nevada was stil1largely intact, the story could still be
read from most of the deposits. Ha:vrington was able to see and weigh
all the elements, not just what scraps careless diggers might have left.
The undisturbed geology enabled him to read age and the record of
what happened with almost miraculous success.
Instead of many institutions working more or less in competition,
Harrington moved from site to site, pulling the story together, again being privileged to see all the elements in perspective.
You have called Mark Raymond Harrington the Father of Nevada
Archeology. Certainly some special accolade should go to Governor
James Scrugham and the State of Nevada for selecting Dr. Harrington.
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Granted, had Mark Harrington not come, other archeologists woul d
ultima tel y have brought to light Nevada's rich heritage, or part of it.
Perhaps someone else would have recognized the potential of Gypsum
Cave. PerhapsHappily we are not concerned with "perhaps". v'i1e have the facts
and vve can say that Dr. Harrington's eleven years of continual work
brought results not equalled in any other state. Around the world when
we speak of the story of America's eadiest archeological chapters,
thoughts turn at once to the southern Great Basin-to Nevada.
Because of Dr. Harrington's work at and around the Lost City,
we learned the role of Nevada in the development of Basketmaker and
Pueblo Cultures, ,beyond the tight confines of the Four Corners Area.
Had it not been for his preliminary work, no salvage "crash program"
could have learned ,the story ahead of the rising waters of Lake j\lIead.
No one without Mark Harrington's faithful patience would have salvaged the details of those ancient sites as water crept into his footsteps.
Because of Dr. j\lIark Raymond Harrington's pioneer work the antiquity of Man in ,the \i\l est was confirmed.
Nevada and the whole Great Basin possess a rich her,itage. We have
seen, what j\lIark Har,rington did with the simple tools of his profession
and an unique power of observation and interpretation. \i\l e have seen
lalboratory techniques of which he never dreamed confinn his work.
What lies ahead?
Some people say that di11t archeology and field geology are on the
way out. Dr. Harrington doubts this. Aerial photographs supplement
but do not replace the geology pick and hand lens. j\lIachinery helps but
cannot replace the trowel and whiskbroom. Of greater concern to the
archeologist is the ever-accelerating rate of the destruction of the landscape and the archeological record it contains: dams, housing projects,
shopping centers, freeway systems, spreading cities, the mushrooming
population pushing into aU pm'ts of the country; people on a holiday
who, looking for fun, use pottery for target-practice and hum dry cave
deposits just for kicks, people who write their names on ruined walls
and across ancient petroglyphs. Once a site is mangled, its story is lost
forever.
Dr. Harrington sends this appeal to you as loyal Nevadans interested in the past of your state: make the greatest contribution you as individuals can make; work to educate the people, make them not only
aware of but lovers of their heritage; make them proud to have a ruined
pueblo or a Basketmaker pithouse on their ranch; make them work as
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Brad Stuart 'worked to keep inviolate the rockshelters and petroglyphs,
the shoreline sites and Paiute camps, the pueblos and campsites; urge
your museums and universities and your govel11ment to search and study
and preserve.
Dr. Harrington believes that we know only part of the story. Persistent open-minded searching, and proper use of new techniques may
well reveal whole new facets of Nevada prehistory.
I asked Mark HarTington to write my last comment for you this
evening, so I close with his thought: "I think Nevada is an archeological treasure-house still, with many caves and out-door sites, which, jf
properly excavated-and I mean properly-vvill reveal the whole story
of Man in the "Vest from the first visitors about whom we probably do
not know as yet, and the eat'ly hunters ,vho killed animals now extinct,
up to the Paiutes and Shoshones who are still with us and from whom
vve could learn so very much about their langauges and ways of living
and thinking. The work must be done now while there is still time."
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMIGRANT
ROUTES OF NORTHERN NEVADA
l'ictOJ' O. GoodlViu

Wagon ruts of the California ,Emigrant Trail, looking eastward toward Carlin Ifrom the trail's eastern approach to Emigrant
Pass. U. S. Highway 40, out of sight Olt the ridge to the left, ,becomes distinctly visible in the left background.

Credit Victor Goodwin, Humboldt River Basin Survey

Developnlent of tile Endgl"31lt Routes
of

Int"o(llfctioJl

This paper will not concern itself with any profound, learned
editorial analysis of a newly-discovered, fact-laden little gem of a pioneer
journal, just fOl·,tuitously unearthed from its long-forgotten hiding
place in a dusty attic, or lying hitherto unnoticed in the stacks of some
great library. The author has never been that fortunate; neither has he
had access to libraries crammed with old manuscripts and journals. Such
research is more wisely left to the DeVotos, Stewarts, Morgans, Camps,
Clines, and others. However, it is felt that 15 years of on-the-ground
study, snatched whenever and vvherever possible in the course of resource management work with the U. S. Forest Service and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture across northern Nevada, from Dog Valley
to the Carson River on the west to Pilot Peak on the east, have afforded
a rare opportunity to male on-the-spot investigations of many of the
old emigrant routes.
This field study, coupled with research in the author's own library
of western Americana, the excellent libraries of the Nevada Historical
Society, the Nevada State Library at Carson City, the Elko County
Library, and old newspaper files from Reno to \IV ells, has enabled the
accumulation of a rather extensive stme of miscellaneous Nevada historical facts. It is hoped that good use can be made of some of this material in the development of this paper. One of the ladies on the Nevada
Historical Society's capable research staff was once heard by this writer
to remark that there are two types of old road and trail historians; the
library researchers,primarily, and the trail followers. The author has
attempted to come up with a happy combination of both.
At this point, it seems apropos to point out that no attempt will be
made here ,to construct a detailed point-to-point log or map delineation
of the various branches and segments of the California Emigrant Trail
in Nevada. Such a project, badly needed as it is, and as ardently as this
writer yearns to do it, is beyond the purlieus of this paper, which con-fines itself simply and'directly to a history of the'development and sub-
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sequent use of the various Califronia Trail branches vvithin our State.
Perhaps at some date in the not-too-distant future, this detarrled descriptive log can be developed, as an adjunct to ~he history treatise presented
here.
TIle Fo,'t Hldl "',,ail

The origin and development in 1843 of this main branch of the
California Trail, which diverged southward from the Oregon Trail at
Raft River east of Yale, Idaho, about 25 miles north of Malta, Idaho,
stemmed from events which had occurred 10 years previously.
The poorly"timed, ill-advised, and financially unrewarding expedition of the Bonneville-Walker party of American fur trappers traversed
the full length of the Humboldt westward in August-September 1833
and returned eastward in June, 1834 to their rendezvous on Bear River
with, Captain Benjamin Bonneville. It is of interest to note that on this
trip Zenas Leonard, the fur party clerk, penned the first written description of Palisade (Twelve Mile) Canyon on the Humboldt. He described
the palisaded canyon walls as presenting the appearance "of a number
of beautiful cities built up together." Fletcher suggests that the word
"cities" was meant to read "citadels."
On their return trip eastbound, the fur party left their 'westward
route just above present Deeth, proceeding up Bishop Creek, ""ith
its large wa1'm spring, ~n June 21, 1834, and out of the Humboldt Basin
into Thousand Springs Valley. From thence Joseph Walker and his
trappers made their way to Snake River via Goose Creek, Granite Pass,
Pinnacle Pass, the City of Rocks, and Raft River. (According to Dale
Nlorgan, "Raft" is merely a translation of the French patois word cajoHx,
meaning small raft. Anglicizations of the vvord were cassia, cassue.
Cassia Creek, a tributary to Raft River, thus also received its name.)
The return trip of the fur party in 1834 is of importance here because of what happened almost a decade later. In 1843 Walker, that
redoubtable mountain man, and J, B, Chiles, a tall, gangly, red-headed
Kentuckian, who had been with the Bidwell-Bartleson party across
Nevada in 1841, combined forces and used \i\Talker's 1834 route (which
was also Chiles' return route from California in 1842) in laying out the
wagon trail for the 50-member Walker-Chiles party. Of interest is the
fact that this party included among its impedimenta a complete sawmill,
including ,~hree head-sarws.
As Twelve Mile (now called Palisade) Canyon was considered too
difficult for negotiation by wagons, it was by-passed from present Carlin
to Beowawe by crossing the Tuscarora Range at Emigrant Pass. This
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bypass returned to the Humboldt at what the emigrants la'ter called
Gravelly Ford, ~he historic trail crossing above Beowawe.
The vValker-Chiles party was the first of myriads of "vagon trains
which would traverse the same route to and along the Humboldt Valley,
across ,the Forty Mile Desert between Big Meadows (now the Lovelock
Valley) on the Humboldt to Ragtown on ,the Carson, just west of Fallon.
However, from this point onward, the Walker-Chiles party lef,t what
vvas to become the Carson River route of the emigrant trail. They
crossed over to Walker Lake, and thence into California by way of
Walker River and Walker Pass, the route discovered and used by Joe
Walker in 1833-34.
Full development and use of the Carson Trail, from Ragtown
south and west up ,the Carson River and its west fork to Hope Valley
and Carson Pass, did not occur until 1848. The opening of this route,
not from the east, as usual, but from the CalHornia side, was accomplished in June of that year by a group of young Mormon men returning to Zion from the site of the recent gold discovery at Sutter's Mill.
Their journey is fully described in George Stewart's The California
Emigrant Trail, and will not be further elaborated upon here except
to remark upon an interesting but little known divergence of their route
north of future Ragtown from what was to become the regular Ragtown
to Humboldt Lakes crossing of the Carson and Humboldt Sinks.
Upon reaching the northernmost bend of the Carson River, east of
present Hazen, Nevada, the eastbound lVlormons had swung northwest, hitting the Truckee branch of the emigrant trail at the great bend
of the Truckee near present vVadsvvorth. Their route between Hazen,
Fernley, and Wadsworth, as Morgan points out, closely approximated
the present automobile highway -between ,those points. East of the
Truckee's great bend, the young Saints followed the Truckee Trail
across the FOl,ty Mile Desert, past the Boiling Springs (Brady's Hot
Springs), over White Plains Summit, and across the Carson-Humboldt
Sink in the White Plains aTea to the Humboldt dike and the Humboldt
Lakes.
According to both Dale Morgan and Charles Camp, this MOlimon
group fresh from Fort Sutter met all the parties of the 1848 CaIifornia
migration at various places along the Humboldt. As the westering groups
were passed one by one, "the boys," as Stewart refers to them, not only
passed the word concerning the gold discovery at SUbter's M.ill, but also
informed all the emigrants rubout the newly developed route over the
Sierra Nevaqa by way of the Carson River. They claimed the new
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route was much easier than ,the Truckee Trail. The Cormvall-FaHon
and the Clyman.McComb Companies, the filrst two parties in the
forefront of the 1848 migration to California, took the Zion-bound
travellers at their word, and followed their circuitous route across the
Forty Mile Desert, first to the Truckee, and thence southeast to the
Carson.
The May party, the fourth and last company (the third had taken
the Lassen Cutoff, leaving the Humboldt near present Rye Patch Dam),
was another story. It was guided by our old friend Joseph Ohiles, "vho
was tby this time an eXlperienced guide over the Califomia Trail. He
was intrigued hy the idea of using the Carson River route southward
from future Ragtown, instead of moving over to vValker River, as he had
done ,in 1841 and 1843. However, remembering his earlier crossings of
the Humboldt-Carson and Carson Sinks, he decided that this portion of
the Forty Mile Desert crossing would be easier traversed using his old
route to the Carson River over this desolate stretch than the roundabout
route to the Truckee and thence southeast to the Carson. Accordingly,
he left the Tlruckee route about two and one-half miles north of the
now-abandoned Parran Station on the Southern Pacific Railroad, and
struck "the boys'" Carson route again near what would soon become
Ragtown. By so doing, he estaHished the Carson River Route in its final
form, and in so doing, he may be credited, along with the Salt Lake
City·bound Nlormon company, as the discoverer of ,this 'route.
From the foregoing, then, it will be seen that use of the Carson
Trail in its entirety did not start until ,four years after the StephensMurphy-Townsend party pioneered the Tmckee Route in 1844. It is
customary to think of the Carson route as first in time, probably because
Walker-Chiles used portions of it in 1843. However, it must be remembered that the 1843 emigrants traversed the Carson Route only as far
as future Ragtown, or just above, in the vicinity of the Lahontan Reservoir area, moving from thence to the Walker River drainage.
The first use and development of the Truckee River branch of the
California Trail occurred in 1844, as just noted, with the advent upon
the Nevada scene of the well-equipped, well-organized and capably-led
Stephens-Nlurphy-Townsend Party. (George Stewart renders "Stephens"
as "Stevens," but as both Morgan and Camp point out, this is in error.
George Stephens himself ahvays spelled his name with a "ph.")
Tlhis party. 52 in number, 'was led by Caleb Greemvood, 81-yearold mountain man and guide, and his two half-breed sons. The group
followed the Fort Hall Trail to the Humboldt Sink, where .they fell in
with a friendly Paiute chief. The whites, . unable to pronounce his
3{)
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Indian name, called him "Truckee," because his odd manners reminded
one of the party of an acquaintance by bhat name.
Following "Captain Truckee's" advice, the Stephens-NIUl1phy group
crossed from the Humboldt Sink by way of the Boiling Springs (Brady's
Hot Springs) to the Truckee River at present Wadsworth. This river,
and the lake east of Donner Pass, they named in honor of their Indian
benefactor. (In later years, the lake was renamed in, commemoration
of the 1846-47 Donner Party debacle.)
Because of their tightly-knit organization and high morale, the
Stephens-Murphy Pal1ty was able to successfully negotiate the la-weI'
and upper canyons of the Truckee River and Donner Pass. The feat, of
course, contrasts markedly with the Reed-Donner Party's faHure-anddisaster-laden journey over the Truckee Trail two years later. The conm'ast becomes even more marked when consideration is given to the fact
bhat the Reed-Donner group was able ,to take advantage of the Dog
Valley bypass of virtually impass3Jble Upper Truckee Canyon, from
present Verdi to Truckee. This bypass was located and laid out in the
spring of 1845 by "Old Greenwood," then returning east to guide the
Grigsby-Ide Party over the Fort Hall Trail and up the Truckee.
Before leaving the St~phens-Murphy Party, several interesting facts
concerning the group should be examined. A large number of the party
were Irish or French Catholics, anxious to get away from Protestant
Missouri and settle in Spanish California, largely Catholic in persuasion,
"where their children could be brought up in the faith of their fathers.
However, George Stewart remarks that this point is not too pertinent
with respect to the MUliphys. They .vere intelligent, able, very cooperative in their relationships ,vith others, and not overly concerned with
the religious question.
Another interesting fact relative to the Murphys concerns Dan
Murphy, son of Martin Murphy, who was a boy ",vhen his family made
the overland trek. Dan Murphy later became one of the largest landowners in the west, owning or controlling hnds all the way from
Mexico, Ar,izona, New Mexico and California into Nevada and Idaho.
T,he Nevada headquarters for his operations were at Halleck, east of
Elko, which from the early 1870's until the early 1900's was ,the railroad
shipping 'point for the Murphy-Morgan Hill ranch operations on t:he
North Fork of the Humboldt. Under Murphy's principal brand, the
Diamond A, the Murphy spread became one of the largest and best
known of eastern Nevada's immense early cattle baronies.
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Htunbolflt n'ells Bypass of tl.e BisllOP Canyon Route

Irene Paden, in her classic Vif ahe of the Prairie Schooner, states
that the Bishop Canyon route was first opened in 1848, by Mormons
enroute to California. The inference here, of course, is that the DeethHumboldt Wells route was the one originally laid out by Walker and
Chiles in 1843. This premise is not supported by Oharles Kelly, Dale
Morgan, and others. The Bishop or Emigrant Canyon route was ~he
original trail, and the Humboldt Wells bypass "vas not ,travelled until
1845.
From the evidence supplied by the dairy of Jacob R. Snyder, a
member of the Grigsby-Ide Party (of which group, more details shortly),
as given in Kelly and Morgan's Old Greenwood, it is quite clear that
this group, guided by Caleb Greenwood, was the first to use the Humboldt Wells bypass. On August 24, 1845, Snyder made the following
entry in his dairy:
... We this day cross the divide between Goose Creek (in actuality, Thousand Springs Valley) and the waters of the Mary's River
(one of the several pre-Fremont names for the Humboldt). The guide
took a new route, said to be 2 days nearer than the old road. Encamped after traveling .18 miles. (No doubt at the Humboldt Wells
meadows.) ...

By 1849, when the Golden Horde surged over the Fort Hall route,
the Bishop Creek route went largely unused. Its narrow, constricted
canyon and lack of meadow lands for grazing militated against its use.
This favoring of the Humboldt Wells Route by emigrant pal'ties
continued during the 1850's and 1860's. The meadows and wells soon
came to rival Big Meadovvs, at the Humboldt's other extremity, as a
place for rest, recuperation, and refitting. Hundreds of covered wagons
each year, during the height of the emigrant period, 1849-1868, s'topped
for protracted periods, to recuperate from the arduous Raft River-Goose
Creek-Thousand Springs Valley Tmil, and to prepare for the 300-mile
grind down the Humboldt. Now, the ~prings and meadows, all'hough
somewhat diminished in size and water yield, may still be seen immediately north and west of the city of Wells; they make up an important
part of the Albert Goble Ranch there.
While speaking of 1845 and the establishment of the Humboldt
Wells bypass, let us return to Caleb Greenwood and the Grigsby-Ide
Party of that year. According to Stewart and others, this party was
composed of more than 100 persons, over 80 of whom had originally
been bound for Oregon. Kelly and Morgan, however, quote Pat McChristian, a member of the party, as stating in 1876 that the group consisted
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of 41 wagons and 50 people. This number of people, in relation to the
wagon numbers, appears much too lo.v. According to Kelly and Morgan,
the total number of wagons and people in bhe party was probably
closer to 60 wagons and 250 to 300 people. The party was led by Josiah
Grigsby and the two Ide brothers, William B. and Simeon, and was
significant for several reasons. It was the first westbound emigrant
group to use the new Dog Valley-Stampede Valley-Little Tmckee bypass
of the upper Tl'Uckee Canyon, on the Tuuckee Drail, and the first to
leave a written description of beautiful Dog Valley.
After reaching California late in 1845, alI bhree of the party leaders
participated actively in the "Bear Flag Revolt" and the establishment
of the short-lived California Republic in June, 1846. John Sutter little
knew the size of the fish he would snare in his net in 1845 when "Old
Greenwood" tmveled east ·from Fort Sutter to Fort Hall that spring to
meet and divert prospective Oregon emigrants, and from thence guide
them across desert and mountain to Sutter's New Helvetia in the Valley
of the Sacramento.

It has always been C\ssumed that Caleb Greenwood was acting
as John Sutter's agent in tolling Oregon"bound emigrants away from the
Oregon 'frail and diverting them to California, but Kelly and Morgan,
after a careful perusal of Sutter's correspondence contemporary with
this 1845 period, are doubtful of this assumption. They have concluded
that Greenwood himself was anxious to make the trip eastward, not only
to pick up a fat fee for guiding the wesbbound 1845 emigrant tide to
California, but also to meet his youngest children, being brought west
by friends and relatives.
A further incentive was the fee old Caleb received for guiding
an easbbound party of emigrants, disenchanted with California, from
New Helvetia to Fort Hall. It was this group, under "Old Greenwood's"
guidance, which first used the Truckee-Prosser Creek-Little TruckeeDog Valley bypass of upper Truckee Canyon, between present Truckee,
California, and Verdi, Nevada, as documented by William H. Winter
in his nan-ative of the eastbound journey.
One other 1845 an-ivaI at Sutter's New Helvetia still echoes with
a sinister and foreboding ring down the years. In December Lansford
Warren Hastings hove on the scene, fresh off the Fort Hall-Truckee
Trail. He was loaded down with his newly-printed Emigrant's Guide to
Oregon and California, and impatient to travel eastward the following
spring over a mythical trail he had touted highly in his guide book, but
which he or no one else had ever traveled in its entirety. Reference is
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made, of course, to the relativly short-lived but dire, disaster-fraught
Hastings Cutoff.
An interesting sidelight of this 1845 Hastings trip to California is
discussed by Kelly and Morgan in Old Greenwood, and in more detail
by Morgan in Over/and in 1846, Volume 1. It appears that Hastings,
while .in the east prior to his leaving for CaHfornia, entered into conversations with Mormon Church authorities in the east (plincipally
Sam Brannan, at that time the publisher of the Ivlonnon newspaper in
New York).
As a result of these talks, involving not only Brannan, but a crafty
New York City merchant, A. G. Benson, and indirectly through him,
a cabinet official in vVashington, Hastings seems to have been, at least
unofficially, commissioned to seek out potential settlement sites in California for the followers of Joseph Smith. The Mormon prophet and his
brother had been murdered the year previous, and the church "vas
actively casting about to find lands in the west for its people, who
were aheady being subjected to the "Gentile" pressures at Nauvoo which
would result in their expulsion from that place and their migration in
1847 to the Salt Lake Valley.
This involved contractual arrangement "vith its implied threat that
the Fedeml Government would not permit the Saints to migrate westward unless they became party to the arrangement, was denounced by
Brigham Young when broaohed to him by Brannan Lin January, 1846.
However, it fitted into Hastings' grandiose scheme of settling a large
American colony in California, to aid him in his building up an empire
of his own there by wresting the country from the weak Mexican
Government.
Hastings made no secret of this lVlormon colonization plan after
his arrival in New Helvetta. Morgan (Overland in 1846) quotes a letter
written by U. S. Consul Thomas Larkin in California to the Secretary
of State in April, 1846, in which Larkin stated that "1. VV. Hastings
... is laying off a town at New Helvetia for the lVlormons .... "
In the light of subsequent events in Ivlormon history, we now
know that because of Brigham Young's disapproval of this typically
Hastings (and Brannan) maneuvering, nothing came of all these subrosa plans. However, the incident is of value in any attempt to understand Lansford Hastings and his never-ending involvement in one or
another alTJlbitious scheme or schemes, all designed to enrich or advance
Hastings himself, with little or no thought being given to their adverseor even tragic, as witness the Reed-Donner denouement - effects on
others.
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TIle Bitlrvell-BnJ·tlesQu p((l·t!J (1841)

This group is breated separately at this juncnure, because it occupies a unique, if somewhat anomalous, position in the annals of the
Nineteenth Century American exodus to the promised lands of Oregon
and California. Consisting of 32 men, one woman, and one girl, it was at
once the first wagon emigrant party to cross the state of Utah, and the
first pack emigrant party to cross what is now Nevada.
At Soda Springs, Idaho, the Bidwell-Bartlesons split off from a
large Oregon-bound party, guided by Thomas Fitzpatrick, one of the
most famous of the mountain men, who refused to guide or be associated
with such a hare-brained enterrprise as taking a large wagon party across
uncharted wastes to California. Across present Utah and Nevada the
Bidwell-Bartlesons followed a route uniquely their own. Space does
not permit a full delineation of their trail, but in brief it was made up
of portions of routes which had been used in the past by Peter Skene
Ogden (1828-29) and John vVorle (1831) and their Hudson's Bay
Company Snake County Expeditions, or routes which in the future
would be used by others, 'such as sections of the Hastings Cutoff and'
the main Fort Hall Trail to the Humboldt and Carson Sinks. From
Carson Sink. the party traveled up the Vilest vValker River to Sonora
Pass in the Sierra Nevada, and, after suffering great hardships in the
Stanislaus River country, reached the ranch of Dr. John Marsh, its
destination in the San Joaquin Valley.
As Stewart points out, a large number of the party members
achieved subsequent wealth and fame in their new home, such as John
Bidwell, the party leader in fact, if not in name; Charles vVeber, Josiah
Belden, and others. Joseph Chiles, as we have already seen, was to
become almost a permanent fixture on 'bhe California Trail in 1843 and
thereafter as an emigrant train guide.
The anomaly of the double classification of this group of pioneers
as the first 'wagon train through Utah and the first pack train across
'Nevada is easily explained. By the time the Bidwell-Bal,tlesons had
reached Johnson Springs, in Toano CGoshute) Valley, along the UtahNevada line south of present U. S. Highway 40, the strain of the tlip
'was becoming too great for man, beast, and equipment. It was there
decided to jettison the remainder of the wagons, as Benjamin Kelsey
had aheady done with his two wagons at Owl Spring. Rough pack
outfits were made up from the cannibalized wagons, and many cherished family heirlooms were left behind, to the great delight of a solitary
Shos,hone Indian recipient. Subsequent emigrant parties traveling the
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Hastings Cutoff in 1846 and later came across the remains of the
abandoned Bidwell-Bartleson "vagons. In fact, Jefferson's famous 1846
map of the Hastings Cutoff names the Johnson Springs location as
"Chiles Cache."
As David Miller, Professor of History at the University of Utah,
points out, illustrative of how little anyone but the American mountain
men and lhe trappers of the Hudson's Bay Company knew of the Great
Basin country, the Bidwell-Bartleson Party, when it left Soda Springs,
Idaho, had with it a set of boat~building tools. It was anticipated that
boats might have to be constructed, to navigate the legendary Buenaventura River, reputed to flow directly west from Great Salt Lake into
San Francisco Bay. According ,to Dr. Glor,ia Cline, it was not until
Fremont exploded the Buenaventura myth on his 1843-44 "Great Expedition" that Americans in general became cognizant of the actual
interior geography of the Great Basin.
Before taking our leave of this group, ~t should be noted that Nancy
Kelsey, wife of the aforementioned Benjamin Kelsey who was the first
to junk his wagons at Owl Spring, and her baby daughter Ann were
the first white females known to have crossed what is now Utah and
Nevada. Nancy was cast from the heroic mold of the pioneer woman;
when the rest of the pa11ty planned to leave her ailing husband to his
solirary fate while crossing Nevada, by sheer force of her iron will she
prevailed on the group to take him along. She was aho largely instrumental in keeping the party together while it was wandering around
in the unknown country between the Carson Sink and Walker River.
Of such stern fibres were many of our pioneer women composed!
LansfoJ'd Hastings and His Infamous Cutoff

Much, perhaps a great deal too much, has been written concerning
the feckless Reed-Donner Party. However, although his name is often
used, not much seems to be written or known of the cause of all the
trouble, Lansford W. Hastings. It might be well, in hringing this paper
to a close, to briefly review the man's career, bo.th prior to and subsequent
to 1846. As a corollary, a bab-tail resume of the cruel road he created,
literally out of thin air, seems in order.
Hastings, born in Ohio in 1819, and educated as a lawyer, arrived
in the Oregon country from the Buckeye State in 1842. He was young,
ambitious, and dangerous; if our California friends will pardon the
expression, he was ,the prototype of what we in Nevada might refer to
as a "California Tinhorn." The level~headed people of the Oregon settlements had no use for him. He wished to becoine rich, famous, and
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be a great leader and colonizer, such as Texas' Sam Houston. He soon
migrated from Oregon <to California, where he sa,v a wonderful opportunity to achieve his goal in this empty and golden land. In furtherance
of this aim, he set about writing his infamous Emigrant's Guide to Oregon and California, in which he spoke in glowing terms of California's
limitless opportunities.
In 1844 Hastings went east by sea and across Mexico, to sell his
book and propagandize for California. In the book he had written
lmowingly of a cutoff route, bl'anching from the Oregon-California
Trail at Fort Bridger, and coming into the regular Fort Hall California
Trail on the Humboldt below what is now Elko. According to Hastings,
this route would save many days of laborious travel. This is the boo]<, of
course, which was to fall into the hands of the Donners, the Reeds, and
other gullible souls.
He guided a horseback party west to California in August, 1845,
along the Fort Hall Trail, reaching Sutter's Fort in la<te December of
that year, as previously noted. Somewhat at loose ends, he cast about
at this time, considering severa] schemes for the advancement of his
for'tunes. The following spring, he and his accomplice, James Hudspeth,
went east again on horseback, to locate the trail he had so knowingly
discussed in his book, accompanied by a party of 22 others, including
rwo famous guides, James Clyman and our old friend Caleb Greenwood.
By dint of their help and with an assist from the Fremont 1845 Expedition's trail from the upper Humboldt at Halleck to the Salt Lake
Valley, he got through. His meeting with the 1846 emgration east of
Fort Bridger, and his conversion of Edwin Bryant, the Haldan-Young
'group, the Hoppes, and the Reed-Donners for California under his
leadership, and via his outoff, is well-known. Clyman, going on east as
far as Fort Laramie, had tried, by prior warning, to counteract his exboss' knovvn purpose, but was not very successful.
After returning to California, Hastings was discredited among all
emigrant groups following the Reed-Donner disaster. Also, to his dismay, he found that the United States had already taken over California.
As George Stewart phrases it, "he had bungled at being Moses, and
had missed a chance to be Joshua." He practiced law in California for
a time, speculated in real estate, and dabbled in politics. Immediately
prior to the Civil War, we find him in Arizona Terr,itory, where he
pioneered in mining enterprises. "Vhen the Civil "Val' erupted, he chose
the South. In 1863 he concocted another ambitious scheme; seize southern California and Arizona for the 'Confederate Gray. This, too, came
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to naught; he died in 1870, attempting to establish a colony of unreformed Confederates in Brazil.
What of Hastings' emigrant trail? The subsequent history of the
Fort-Bridger-Salt Lake City section, which became known as the Mormon Trail, is too well known to need repetition here. From Salt Lake
City to Elko, on the Humboldt, the trail, when its difficulties and dangers
became widely l<11o"l-vn, went practically untraveled in 1847, and completely so in 1848. vVith the onset of the 1849 gold rush, of course, every
route was crowded, even this one. In 1850, the cutoff was even heavier
used; there was an almost continuous stream of packers or wagon trains
from 3Ibout July 20 to August 22. One party, the largest single group
ever to cross the Salt Desert south of Great Salt Lake, consisted of about
300 gold-seekers.
The last known crossing of the Salt Desert, and what Charles Kelly
surmises was the very last use of the entire Hastings Cutoff west of Salt
Lake City, was by John R. Shinn's wagon train. Shinn's journal records
his crossing of the Salt Desert from August 18 to 23, 18'50. After this,
for the rema,inder of the California emigrant period, there was nothing;
the trail's hardships and dangers had become too ~widely known.
Tlte AIJIJleynte-LnsseJi Tl'nil nUff tlte Nobles Hond

One other important branch of the California Emigrant Trail, the
Applegate-Lassen Trail, left the main Fort Hall route on the lower
reaches of the Humboldt River, immediately west of Imlay. From this
junction in upper Lassen or Rye Patch meadows, now usually cover~d.
by the waters of Rye Patch Reservoir, the Applegate-Lassen Cutoff
proceeded in a westerly direction up Willow Springs Canyon, north
of Mt. Majuba in the Antelope Range, past \iVillow Springs itself, and
'over the Antelope and Kamma Ranges to the Black Rock Desert, by way
of Rosebud Canyon and Rabbithole Springs.
This road was first pioneered in July 1846, by the Jesse Applegate
Party, enroute from Oregon, as a cutoff route to Oregon Territory.
Applegate wished to develop a road which would avoid the difficulties
of the Blue Mountain crossing on the regular Oregon Trail, and the
:necessity of water transportation on the Columbia below The Dalles. An
in'terest,ing and little-known sidelight involving the selection by Applegate of the junction point for his cutoff road with the California Trail
in Lassen Meadows is discussed in Morgan's Overland in 1846.
After the Applegate Party located and named Rabbithole Springs
on August 14, 1846, a great blanket of smoke from burning ryegrass
and tule beds along the Humboldt River somewhere'to the eastward
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obscured ,their view. As a consequence, the party did not care to venture
directly eastward over the Kamma and Antelope Ranges to the Humboldt. Instead, they struck off southeastward along the foot of the
Kamma Range until they reached >the vicinity of what is now known as
Poker Brown Gap.
Proceeding eastward across this broad intervale between, the Antelope and Trinity Ranges, the Applegate Party unally struck the California Trail on the Humboldt in the vicinity of present Oreana. This
junotion was too far south to suit Applegate, so he moved upriver
approximately 40 miles along the California Tmil to the what would
later become known as the Lassen Meadows, south of Mill City. Here
he struck eastward, up Willow Springs Canyon, and down Rosebud
Canyon, at the lower end of which he linked up with his trail from
the notth. In this manner, the unal Rahbithole-Lassen Meadow section
of the Applegate Trail was established, and its JUTIction with the California Trail. Its southern extremity, from Goose Lake in California
through High Rock Canyon, across the Mud Lake playa to Black Rock
and its desert, and thence to the Lassen (Rye Patch) meadows at Mill
City, became part of the Lassen Cutoff two years later. Peter Lassen,
whom George Stewart characterizes as a "poor man's Lansford Hastings," returning west in the summer of 1848 from Fremont's courtmartial in Washington, at that time led a party of California emigrants
over its circuitous, difficult trace to his ranch on the Sacramento River,
below present Red Bluff, California. In 1849, as was the case with all
the routes to California's Mother Lode that year, the Lassen Cutoff
was Hooded vvith emigrants. However, in the years following, travel
over the cutoff dwindled away to nothing, as the terriuc hardships
incident to its use became known. These were fully as severe as the
rigors of the Forty Mile Desrt crossing of the Carson and Truckee
Trai,ls, across the Humboldt and Carson Sinks.
Starting in 1851 another road, the Nobles (usually written Noble)
Road from Shasta City (near present Redding, California) via Susanville, Honey Lake, and Black Rock, used the Lassen-Applegate trace
from Black Rock to the Lassen Meadows on the Humboldt. Named
after William H. Nobles, the man who laid it out, it was urst used by
emigrants in 1852, and became the only practical cutoff from the Hum~
boldt's big bend westward to northern California. The small amount
of emigrant travel to California diverging from the main Fort Hall
Trail along the Humboldt after June, 1852, followed the Nobles Road,
rather than the Lassen Cutoff.
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VIC'I'OR O. GOODWIN

Victor Goodwin, by profession a Forester of 30 years service with
the U. S. Forest Service, is by avocation an avid student of Western
Americana. He has a particular interest in western, central and northern Nevada history.
A native of Colorado, he has enjoyed a 15-year tour of duty with the
Forest Service in Nevada, first as District Forest Ranger on the Carson
City District of the Toiyahe National Forest and during the past five
and one-half years at Elko as Forest Service representative on the USDANevada Humboldt River Basin watershed study. During this period
he has avidly collected historical facts and data concerning the white
man's tenure in this area of northern Nevada from Lake Tahoe on the
west to Pilot Peak on the east.
Mr. Goodwin is the author of an unpublished definitive history
of the Verdi-Truckee-Dog Valley section of western Nevada and Eastern California, and co-author of a history of the Boise Valley-Savvtooth
Mountains pOl'tion of southwest Idaho soon to be issued as a joint
puMication of the Forest Service and the National Park Service. In
that publication, My. Goodwin has taken a long-needed look at the development of staging, freighting and toll-road enterprises in the eastern
California-northern Nevada-southwest Idaho area and attempted to show
the close interrelationship of those areas. He has also authored several
hisitorical feature art,icles for the Elko newspapers.
At present, in connection with his work on the Humboldt River
Basin Study, he is compiling a comprehensive history of the white
man's period of use in the basin, from the time of Peter Skene Ogden
and his Hudson's Bay Company fur bl"igade to the present. It is planned
to issue this publication on a very limited copy basis ·within the next
six months.
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